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INTRODUCTION
Before one can discuss the Nazi propaganda strategy of World War II , propaganda must be defined . In a broad
sense propaganda is an organized and systematic program :~or
the dissemination of beliefs or opinions . For the purpoae
of this paper , however , a narrower definition- - one used hy
the Nazis themselves--must be employed . The Nazis concei ved propaganda as the art of influencing the masses by means
of suggestions . More specifically , it was viewed as the process used to mold the public mi nds . 1
Prior to the introduction of radio broadcasting , the
most prevalent form of propaganda was the written word . The
radio offered many advantag~s over written propaganda ; long
distanc e broadcasting enabled those who fought the battlu of
psychological warfare to expand and improve their war of words .
During World War II radio propaganda reached such a zenith that
it was considered the fourth-front , or the battle front of the
mind , in a military campaign . There were several elementn of
this new found strategy that made it a very effective tool in
psychological warfare . It might befriend , or belittle , or
comfort , or chastise , or frighten , or even reduce its audience
to a chao,tic state of panic .
Radio propaganda was one of the chief weapons of
psychological warfare used by the Nazis . 2 When Hitler ca.me to
power, one of the aims of Nazi propaganda was to make hiB new
order acceptable to the powers abroad , before preparing ·:he
ground for his expansionist moves. The new ruler of Gerraany
regarded propaganda , rather then diplomacy, as the more auitable instrument to attain the desired end. 3
As early as 1933 Hitler described the techniqu,,s
his propaganda machine would use in their battle on the mind .
As he confided to Hermann Rauschning , then one of his most
, trusted confidential advisors , "Our strategy is to destroy the
enemy from within , to conquer him through himself . Mental con-

-2fusion, contradiction of feeling , indeciseveness, panic-these are our weapons . " 4
It is just such a definition that makes the t1~rm
Angstkrieg a fitting description of the Fuehrer ' s tacties .
The German word Angst means mental confusion , that state of
trepidation which often leads to panic .
Thus it was the Germans who first realized the
superiority of radio br?adcasting over written , or pamphlet
propaganda . Its greater flexibility, stronger emotional impact , and audience availability made it much more desir1?able
in the creation and promotion of Angst .
In his article , "The Strategy of War by Radio+" Charles
Rolo (Harper ' s Magazine , Nov . 1940) described the proce:3s used
to produce a state of Angst .
The first step was to gain the listener ' s confidence , .
weaken his resistance , and open his mind to the propagandist .
nee this confidence was attained the speaker attacked familiar
institutions , beliefs , and moral values long respected by his
.audience ; he was not to offer any substitute in their ~lace .
At this point the listener began to doubt the
validity of his own judgments and became subject to cynlcism .
The propagandist also employed the use of the "whopping lie , "
which , even when not believed , made the claims of the other
side appear less plausible .
At this stage the audience was bordering on a chronic
state of sk pticism , which was reinforced by constant and
vociferous repetition . This sk pticism evolved into a total
loss of faith which made the victims ripe for a strategy of
terror--savage tales of imminent death and destruction . The
audience, which now bordered on the edge of panic , had to be
discouraged from uniting under this common threat of danger .
Once again "confusion-propaganda" was used . They were reminded that their leaders could not be trusted , that their corrupt
society was not worth fighting for , and of the personal benefi ts
they would derive from the new order .
Thus a cycle was completed, confusion, fear, and

-~
self-defeating cynicism had paralyzed any possible attenpts
for unified action on the part of the audience .
The soldiers employed in fighting the battle of the
air waves were many and diverse . There were such infamous
people as Lord Haw-Haw , and Axis Sally. There were the others .
now barely known and seldom remembered , as John Amery , and
Leonard Black . These people , and others like them , became a
new class of traitors. Theirs was an almost familiar voice
coming across the air waves , taunting the audience , des,;roying
all that was held sacred.
As a result of this new weapon in propaganda , there
came many problems for the home front . How could they naintain the faith and morale of the people being submitted to
this constant barrage? And after the war there was still another problem ; what was to be the fate of the men behind the
voices that had been heard aiding the cause of Hitler?
By analyzing the histories of three Englishmen who
made broadcasts over the Nazi radio during World War II,
perhaps answers can be uncovered. Two men , William Joyc!e and
·John Amery , were executed for high treason . The third , P . G.
Wodehouse , was never brought to trial .

-4LORD HAW-HAW
William Joyce was brought to trial by the Bri1ish
government in Central Criminal Court on September 17 , 1945 .
He was faced with three counts in the indictment . In the
year 1351 Edward III set down a statute for treason : " ••• if
a man do levy wa r again s t our Lord t he King in his realm or
be adherent to t he King ' s enemies in his realm , giving them
aid and comfort in the realm or elsewhere , 11 5 he was guilty
of treason .
Two of the counts against Joyce charged him w1th
committing high treason by broadcasting propaganda and there by aiding the King ' s enemies . The third count charged that ,
while owing allegiance to the King , he adhered to the King ' s
enemies by becoming a naturalized citizen of Germany wh;.le
the two , England and Germany , were engaged in conflict . 6
It appears that the crux of t he whole trial rHsted
on the prosecution ' s allegation that Joyce did indeed owe
'allegiance to the King .
The defense ' s case evolved from a complicated story
concerning Joyce ' s true nationality. That story can only be
understood when one considers the family ' s early years , and
especially the loyalties of Michael Joyce and the loyalties
he instilled in his children.
Michael Joyce was born in Ireland ; his wife in
ngland. He traveled to America and worked as a builder and
contractor . In 1902 he married Gertrude Emily Brooke in New
York . Michael Joyce had become a naturalized citizen in 1894 ,
and William , born of American parentage and in America , was
an American citizen .
Throughout his life the senior Joyce was adamant
that it never be known the family was American . When Quentin
Joyce , William's younger brother , was put on the stand he
testified regarding the family ' s nationality . He said that
when he was ten years old his father t old him that they were
"

-5American citizens ; he warned him never to speak of this , and
repeated the warning often over a period of years . In 1934
Quentin had witnessed his father burning some papers , including their American passports . Had Joyce travelled to G~rmany
on the American passport that was rightly his , rather t :ian the
fraudulent F.nglish one , he could never have been tried for
treason because the United States was not yet at war with
Germany ; in that case there would have been no violati0n of
the Treason Acts .
The burning of the passport was significant fJr other
reasons . It was in that same year that Joyce was prosecuted
in England , along with the Fascist Sir Oswald Mosley , on
charges of riotous assembley. It was very likely that if the
authorities. had learned of the Joyce secret , William , and
possibly the entire family , would have been deport ed. 7
Even as a young man William had acquired strong
ties with England . When Ireland was fighting to sever the
ties with England , young William fought with the Black and
Tans , a British group sent to pacify the Irish , in an attempt
to show his loyalty .
It was just such a loyalty that first attracted Joyce
to t he Fascist movement of Mosley ' s . He felt betrayed by hi s
count ry when Irela nd was given the Home Rule. When the Iri sh
won their i ndependence , those who had remained true to England
suffered grave persecution . ~~en the Joyces were forced into
exile from Ireland to England he felt further betrayal when
they suffered rejection and their claims for restitution for
damages went unheeded.
When Joyce ' s trust in England was shattered he
turned to Mosley ' s movement as the next best choice. Within
two years of the founding of the British Union of Fascists
Joyce had moved up the ranks to become the Director of Propaganda and deputy lead~r of the party .
While in Mosley ' s group , Joyce frequently and fervently indulged in public speaking , and street fighting . Even-

-6tually , after being disillusioned time and again by Mosley's
ineptness--for surely Joyce saw himself as a more able leader
than Mosley--he split from the movement . In part , the ~:plit
was caused by differing policies . Mosley was more aligr.ed to
the ideology of Mussolini , whereas Joyce was embarking en the
first steps toward a long affair with Hitler ' s Nazism .
After the split with Mosley Joyce founded the
British National Socialist league ; it was probably true that
the financing of this organization came largely from German
sources , for Joyce was not in a financial position to support
such a movement .
Joyce twice renewed his British passport. Once in
1938, during the Sudeten crisis , and once again on August•
24; 1939 , the day the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact was signed , an
act that made, in fact , the war inevitable . It would appear
that the renewal of the passport hung William Joyce . The
significance of the dates for the renewal implied that Joyce
did indeed plan to defect to Hitler ' s Nazi Germany .
When his passport was renewed for the second time ,
it was valid until July 1940. At his trial it was ruled that
Joyc e 's renewal had irrevocably bound Joyce to allegiance to
the King . It was of no consequence that he obtained the passport fraudulently, or that he did not use it when he slipped
across the . border . 8 Apparently , mere possession of the
document demanded allegiance from the holder of said document .
It was never determined just how Joyce and his
wife mqnaged to leave England. In spite of all police precautions they managed to slip out of the country and into
Germany , where Hitler ' s propaganda machine awaited the arrival
of its newest instrum ent.
In 1940 , when Joyce first began to broadcast for
the . azis , they gravely underestimated his capabilities as
a great propagandist . In the beginning he was merely an
Fnglish speaking commentator who read prepared scripts . Eventually his true potential - ~~ r•~ li&@d and he was allowed to
write his own copy .
~

-70ne evening in April , 1940 , as Engl ishmen thro ughout the country were turning their radio dials, they wer ~
startled to hear a peculiarly distinct voice announce: 1 To
some I may seem a traitor--but hear me out ••• " 9 Thus Lord
Haw-Haw (who received his name from Professor Arthur Llo;yd
James , then one of the greatest authorities on the Engli sh
language and its pronunciation , who once commented on th,~
"haw- haw" diction of the English broadcasters) made his :':'adio
debut.
Joyce ' s broadcasts over the Nazi radio very closely followed Rolo's description of the procedures used fo~
tbe creation and promotion of Angst.
In the first stage , when one must earn the con-fi de nc e of his audience , Lord Haw-Haw beguiled his listeners i n to believing that he was a pleasant sort of traito r to
have a round. He amused them with his stories , and his jokes
could be heard repeat e d round the town. In about four months
t ime he had the confidence of the English publi c . Thu ~, having
compl e t ed th e first step , he swiftly , albeit imperceptibly ,
began the second phase ; he began to attack British Institutions.
This second phase began with the Augus t crisis over
Poland and l aste d until t he Ge rman offensive in t he West.
Bei ng essentially an Englishman , Joyce knew precisely how to
undermine the British trust of the established order.
He denounced English democracy as a fraud , run by
men like Churchill , who shared no sympathy with the English
working class . He told them there could be no peace in
.urop e until the ordinary man on the street controlled the
government .
In order to g1..ve the peo ple someth i ng concrete to
vi sual i ze, Jo yce pprtra yed the English upper cl a ss in a
seri es o! skits wher e the ordi nary man heard him se lf bei ng
referred to as a "rotten worker" and a "blasted socialist . "
To intensify the seeds of doubt and discontent he
had planted in English minds , Lord Haw-Haw provided them with
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a specific list of grievances . He reminded them of the rising
price of food; he informed ~hem of unscrupulous profit~ering
in the munitions industry , and of censorship, to name a few .
In answer to all of these ills Joyce had but c,ne
remedy. That was for the working man to demand social ~ustice ,
and to call for a peace in which they could exercise a formidable influence.
As the German troops were advancing through the Low
Countries Joyce 's thi rd phase began. Lord Haw-Haw was not
quite so funny ; he had become the prophet of doom. He began
to prepare the British for the seemingly inevitable grand
finale--the defeat of Britain herself . Bordering on the
brink of hysteria , Joyce painted ghoulish pictures of England 's
impending doom . And always the Germans were pictured as the
indestructible war machine , the conquerors . 10
While Germany was winning victory after victory ,
Joyce remained ever faithful. But eventually the final defeat of the the Germans became i~evitable . On April 30 , 1945 ,
Joyce made his final broadcast , admitting defeat. In a voice
that sounded very tired , and perhaps drunk , he said:
Britain ' s victories are barren ; they leave her poor
and they leave her people hungry ; they leave her
bereft of the markets and the wealth that she possessed six years ago . But, above all , they leave
her with an immensely greater problem then she had
then . We are nearing the end of one phase in Europe ' s history , but the next will be no happier .
It will be grimmef , harder , and perhaps bloodier .
And now I ask you earnestly, can Britain survive?
I am profoundly convinced that without German help
she cannot .11
With these words Joyce ended his career . A career
that had allowed him visions of returning to his England at
the side of her conquerors ; visions in which no door in
~gland would be closed to Wi lliam Joyce . But when he did
return to F,ngland it was not at the side of a conqueror , but
rather as a traitor of the lowest kind.
After his last prophesy of doom he and his wife
went out into the woods outside or Berlin where they tried to

- 9stay one step ahead of the British Army . Ironically , it was
his love of F.ngl and , and the British uniform that betray,~d
him . On his way to Denmark he happened upon two soldiers
gathering firewood . When they were unable to understand his
French he spoke to them in F.nglish . The voice that had 'been
heard by thousands for over five years was immediately r ec ognized by the two . When one said , "You ' re Joyce ," he reached
for his false German passport . The soldiers , thinking he
was reaching for a gun , shot him in the leg . 12
Joyce was removed to a military hospital at Luneburg .
There , on May 31 , he dictated the following statement to an
Intellig nee Officer . The statement read :
I take this opportunity of making a preliminary
statement concerning the motives which led me to
come to Jerm ny and to broadcast to Britain over
the German radio service . I was actuated not by
the desire for personal gain , material or otherwise , but solely by political conviction . I was
brought up as an extreme Conservative with strong
Imperialistic ideas , but very early in my career ,
namely , in 1923 , became attracted to Fascism and
subsequently to National Socialism . Between the
years of 19 23 and 1939 I persued vigorous political activities i~ Fngland , at times as a Conservative but mainly as a Fascist or National Socialist . In the period immediately before this war
began I was profoundly discontented with the pol icies persued by British Governments , first , because I felt they would lead to the eventual disruption of the British "?rnpire , and because I thought
the existing economic system entirely inadequate
to the needs of the times . I was very greatly impressed by constructive work which HitlPr had done
for Germany and was of the opinion that throughout Furope as also in Britain there must com e a
reform on the lines of National Socialist doctrine ,
although I did not s uppos e t hat every aspect of
ational Socialism as advocated in Germany would be
accepted by the British people .
One of my dominant beliefs was that a war be tween Britain and Germany would be a tragedy , the
ef ects of which Britain and the British mpire
would not survive , and I considered that a grossly
disproportionate influence was exerted on British
policy by the Jews , who had their reasons for hat ~ng
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National Socialist Germany . When in August 1939 ,
the final crisis emerged I felt that the question
of Danzig offered no just caus e for a world war .
As by reason of my opinions I was not conscientiously disposed to fi ght for Britain against Germany ,
I decided to leave the country since I did not wi s h
to pt~Y the part of a conscientious obj ector , and
since I supposed that in Germany I should have the
opportunity to express and propagate views the expression of which would be forbidden in Britain
during time of war. Realizing , however , that at
this critical juncture I had declined to serve Britain ,
I drew the logical conclusion that I should have no
moral ri ght to return to that country of my own free
will and _ that it would be best to apply for German
citizenship and make my pe rmanent home in Germany .
Nevertheless , it remained my undeviating purpose to
attempt as best I could to bring abo ut a reconciliation or at least an understandi ng between t he two
countries. After Russia and the United States had
entered the war such an agreement appeared to me no
less desirable than before for althoueh i t seemed
probable that with these powerful allies Britain would
succeed in defeati"ng Germany , I considered that the
price which would ultimately have to be paid for this
help would be far higher than the price involved in a
settlement with Germany .
This belief was strengthened from month to month
as the power of Russia grew , and during the later stages
of the war I became certain that Britai n, even though
capable of gaining a military triumph over the e rmans ,
would in that event be confronted with a situation far
more dangerous and complicated t han t hat which existed
in August 1939 ; and thus until the very last moment I
clung to my hope on an Anglo - German understanding , although I could see that the prospects there of were
small . I know that I have been denounced as a traitor
and I resent the accusation as I conceive myself to have
been guilty of no underhand or deceitful act against
Britain , although I am also able to understand the resentment that my broadcasts hav e in many quarters a rou sed . Whate ver opinion may be formed at the present
time with regard to my conduct , I submit that the final
judgment cannot be properly passed until it is seen
whether Bri tain can win the peace . Finally , I should
like to stress the fact that in coming to Germany and
in working for the German radio system my wife was
powe rfully influenced by me . She protests to the contrary , but I am sure that , if I had not taken this step ,
she would not have taken it eithe r . This statement has
been read over to me and it is true .
(si gned) Wil liam Joyce 13
In looking at Joyce ' s statement it is apparent that
he firmly believed in the righteousness of his acti ons . He

-11was firmly convinced that an alliance between Germany and
Gr eat Britain would be to the British best interest . He felt
that Britain could not survive in the changing world without the help of Germany . Ideally , such an alliance could
be of interest to Britain , but Joyce failed to see the sheer
insanity of Hitler ' s ambitions . Joyce was aware of the
serious charges he would have to face , but this did not alter
his beliefs , nor make him denounce his actions .
In spite of , or perhaps because of , his convi ctions ,
the English courts found him guilty of treason . On January
4 , 1946 , William Joyce was hung by the ne ck until dead .
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THE MISFIT
The trial of John Ame r y bore no resemblence to the
trial of William Joyce. When asked to enter his pl ea William
Joyce answered, "Not guil'ty, 11 for Joyce had believed in his
actions. John Amery issued a plea of guilty to the counts
•
that he had made treasonable
broadcasts and speeches and had
attempted to seduce British subjects from their allegiance.
It took exactly eight minutes to conduct the trial and pass
the sentence of guilty after this plea was entered.
Amery was the son of Leopold S. Amery, the brilliant
statesman and friend of William Churchill. He wa s the oldest
oft o boys, and even as a small child his wild streak was
in evidence . He developed a taste for fine automobiles,
women, and the glossy glamour of a shallow life. He was often
in trouble with the law for his reckless handling of automobiles, often shamelessly delighted the public for his
affairs with the women. At the age of twenty-four he was forced into bankruptcy and left England.
Once on the continent Amery was attracted to the
pro fascist Franco movement. It was not any strong political ideals that aroused his interest, but rather the promise of monetary gain that tantalized the greed he harboured.
Amery established himself as a fairly successful
gunrunner, and as a liaison officer with the French Cagoulards. At the outbreak of World War II he crossed into Prance
and lived with a Cagoulard group where he picked up many of
the fascist sayings that he would later parrot back over the
Nazi radio. 15
Amery was not seduced into a coalition with the
Germans, but rather he openly advertised himself for sale.
He remained idle through most of 1940 and 1941, but his offer
was finally accepted when the Germane needed someone of note
to conduct an anti-Russian campaign, while they were making
peace overtures to the Russians.
Amery's aid to the Germans could not only be con-

- 13sidered treasonous , but an act of plain stupidity . He began
his broadcasts in 1942 , when it already appeared that there
was some chance for an Allied victory , and i n 1943 and ' 44 ,
when the Germans were surely defeated , he travelled throughout Europe speaking for the cause and trying to induce British
prisoners to j oin him .
When Amery , the Nazis ' newest _prodigy , arrived in
Berlin in 1942 he was wined and dined in the finest manner .
This royal treatment of Amery did not go unnoticed by Joyce .
Amery was the epitome of all that Joyce both desired and despised . He was from a wealthy family , well educated , and
yet , he had c~relessly sloughed off all that was rightly his
by birth . The things that Joyce felt should have been his
by right of his intellect were Amery ' s merely because of his
name and position .
Where Joyce had carefully constructed his broadcasts around deeply felt convictions , Amery had drunkenly
rattle d off meaningless Fascist phrases that were of no real
propagandist value . He was rewarded with a luxurious suite
and an unlimited expense account , while Joyce lived in the
suburbs on a meager salary . 16
Amery ' s broadcasts could hardly have proved to be
of any great value to the Germans ; he was merely a parrot re peating the phrases put before him . Perhaps the Germans felt
his value was in his name . The name of Ame~y was that of a
well known , and highly respected statesman . But every F. nglishman who knew of Amery the son (and what Fnglishman didn ' t?) ,
knew of a prodigal son who had heaped insult upon insult on
his family name . Few Englishmen would have considered the
worthless dribbel Amery broadcast of any consequence . ~here
the Germans had hoped for an atte ntive audience when they
announced the name of John Amery there was , instead , sympathy
for the !amily and mounting disgust for the Nazis . 17
Amery was captured in Italy at the end of the war .
In a statement that he -Jrote on a borrowed typewriter of a
British Military Intelligence Officer , he told the story of
8

-14two different men . On the one hand he was the promoter of
reconciliation . He spoke of high principles that committed
him to the union o! England and Germany in a mutual battle
against communism . The second story , the one that spoke
o! the true Amery , was of an adventurer embarked on an in18
SB.l'ie escapade .
Amery ' s trial was postponed several times . His
defense was that he had been made a naturalized citizen of
Spain , and being a Spanish citizen he could not be tried for
treason against England . The trial was delayed in order to
give the defense counsel time to collect evidence to support
this allegation.
When the trial began they were never given the
opportunity to use this evidenc~ , for when asked what his
plea would be , he answered , "I plead guilty to all counts ."
Perhaps it can never be known for certain why he
entered a plea of guilty . Some speculated that it was to
save his family anguish. But if there was evidence that
would have led to his acquital , then surely that would have
been worth going through the trial. Perhaps Amery knew it
could not be conclusively proved that he was a Spanish citizen.
With this knowledge he might have wanted to save himself from
a prolonged trial that would eventually lead to what he knew
would be his inevitable end.
After his plea of guilty the judge passed sentence ,
and on December 19 , 1945, John Amery kept an appointment at
the gallows . 19

- 15THF. OLD MAST~R
Just prior to the outbreak of World War II William
Joyce was already known to the British public for his street
corner npeeches ; Amery had made his name known through his
irresponsible trouble making . So too was Pelham Grenville
WodehouE1e known to the English public , but certainly for
more honorable reasons . Wodehouse was an author of British
humor , known world wide for some most memorable characters .
In the summer of 1940 , when the German Army was
pushing through Northern France Wodehouse , and his wife
Ethel , were living at their villa in Le~ Touquet , on the
English Channel .
The Wodehouse's were vaguely aware of the threat
of the advancing German Army , but were reluctant to leave because of the quarantine laws that would keep their pet
Pekingese , Wonder , impounded for a considerable length of
time . \/hen they did decide to make a dash across the
Channel,, they were plagued with misfortunes and were forced
to turn back and await the arrival of the Germans .
For the first few months of the German occupation
Wodehouae , as an enemy alien , was confined to his home and
was only required to report weekly to the local Kommandant .
Although there were significant events taking place on the
war scene, this information was kept from the Wodehouse's ;
they were completely cut off from the world . 20
After several months , on June 21 , 1940 , Wodehouse
was informed that he was to be moved from Le Touquet . H~
was allowed a hasty trip home to pack a small suitcase and
then he was off .
For several weeks he was moved !rom one internment
camp to another . He stayed at Loos , Liege Barracks, the
Citadel of Huy , and finally To s t in Upper Silesia . 21 At
Tost the older prisoners were not required to participate in
the work demanded of the other prisoners , and life there was
not quite as gruelling as the s tays at the other camps .

-16Wodehouse was released from the Silesian internment
camp several months before his sixtieth birthday , the age
at which internees were normally liberated . He was given
residence in Berlin ' s swank Adlon Hotel , and was free to
wander about almost entirely at his own descretion . But ,
perhaps most unfortunately for Wodehouse , the Nazis were
not quite finished with Britain ' s funnyman .
Several days after Wodehouse ' s arrival in Berlin
he was app r oached by Harry Flannery , a CBS broadcaster stationed there. Flannery proposed that Wodehouse allow himself
to be interviewed on the air . Wodehouse agreed.
After his interview with Flannery , Wodehouse agreed
to do a series of br oadcasts over the German radio , to an
American audience . It never occurred to him that the Nazis
would make capital of these talks by beaming them to En~rland ,
then being devastated by German bombs.
The Wodehouse plot was one of the best publicity
stunts of the Nazis during World War II. The mastermind of
the scheme was not Goebbles , the Propaganda Minister , but
rather a Major Plack . He had met Wodehouse while he was still
interned and had realized how politically naive the man was .
The broadcasts were unique in the their human angle. 22 The
broadcasts , which were to remain uncensored , would be fu.11 of
the famous Wodehouse humor . Wodehouse , by his very nat\l.re ,
would never have been dangerously critical of the Nazis and his
name would surely have gained an audience that would then have
been open to general Nazi propaganda.
There appear to have been several motives behind
the German plan . The broadcasts were recorded just befcre
the Russian invasion . Apparently the Nazis were hoping to
forestall American intervention . They also intended to weaken the morale of the bomb-weary 'E'nglish .
The Wodehouse broadcasts met with resounding fury
in England . His fellow Englishmen branded him a "trai tc,r"
and a "quisling"; he was likened to Lord Haw-Haw. A llbrary
in Southport , England , threw out 90 of his books , calliug them

-17waste paper . The British Broadcasting Corporation banned
certain musical comedies because lyrics in them had been
written by Wodehouse. Dulwhich College (his Alma Mater)
struck his name from their records. But Wo dehouse receJ. Yed
his harshest criticism from the English press . The ~:.l
Mirror (London) said that Wodehouse would not share his country ' s sufferings. Paul Holt , columnist for the Daily Fxpress ,
said " ••• He [lodehous~ is now using quite a short spoon to
sup with the devil ••• Life in hell is good to live , I gut!BS ,
if you are Mister Lucifer ' s personal guest . 1123
The strongest criticism of all came from Will:.am
Connor (known as Cassandra for the Daily Mirror) in a broadcast over BBC. Connor let forth with a tirade of accusations ,
never once mentioning the true facts of the broadcasts (in
reality , very few Britatns had heard Wodehouse speak) .
He beean his denunciation by saying , "I have come
to tell you tonight the story of a rich man trying to make
his last and greatest sale-- that of his own country . 1124
Cassandra went on to say that Wodehouse had exchanged his
·honor for the price of a soft bed . Dr . Goebbels himsel:t had
groomed Wodehouse for his role as traitor .
This talk left the British people with the mistaken
impression that the broadcasts were along the same line as
Joyce's. The fact is, after having been examined by ex)erts
when the furor died down , there was nothing in the broadcasts
that could be considered treasonable (refer to the Appendix) .
The Americans even used them as a model of anti - Nazi pr,:,paganda .
Acording to George Orwell , in his article , "In
Defense of P. G. Wodehouse , " there was a reasonable and ·.1nderstandable explanation of Wodehouse ' s actions . The first was
the fact that Wodehouse was politically naive ; he had
absolutley no political awareness or ideologi cal beliefs .
The second was the time in which Wodehouse had been interned ;
he had no way of knowing what was happening to Britain at
the hands of the merciless Hitler war machine .
By September ot 1943 , the Germans no longer welcomed

- 18the Wodehouse ' s in Berlin . Heavy bombing had made accomodations scarce in that city , and the space occupied by the
couple was in great need by the Germans . Thus , they were
sent packing to Paris .
Immediately upon arrival in Paris Wodehouse reported to the American officer there, in an attempt to let
his whereabouts be known and to settle the matter of his
broadcasts as soon as possible .
The major question was: what to do with Wodehouse?
When Wodehouse arrived in Paris the French took it upon themselves to arrest him , thinking they were doing the British
a favor . The British themselves were in a quandary . Should
they allow the French to detain him? Should they seek extradition to try him for treason in England?
Malcolm Muggeridge , a British liaison officer with
the French Services Speciaux , was assigned to the Wodehouse
case when Wodehouse was under house arrest in Paris . In his
report on the affair he explained that , technically , any use
of enemy communication during wartime is a treasonable offense ,
but quickly added that , of course , Wodehouse could not have
been expected to know this . He described Wodehouse as a man
who could not even hate his friends who had turned on him
during his desperate hours . He had no belligerent feelings
towards the Germans because he had not suffered at their
hands , or not seen what destruction they wrought .
There was much discussion in the British Parliament
before it was decided not to bring charges against the man .
It was not until 1961 , and after , that the taint of that time
was to be eradicated .
In July , 1961 , twenty years after Wodehouse ' s broadcasts , Evelyn Waugh broadcast "An Act of Homage and Reparation" ever BBC . BBC apoligized for the attack made by Connors
and completely repudiated the charges Connors had made . In
his talk Waugh pointed out that Wodeho use had paid for his bed
at the Adlon , not by a bargain with the Nazis , but rather by
his ~uropean royalties . 25
On New Year ' s Day , 1975 , just a month and a half

-19before Wodehouse died at the age of 93 , Queen Elizabeth
knighted the humorist. Many felt this honor long over due ,
and all can take heart that it came in time for Mr . Wodehouse to know that the final taint of his World War II escapade had been royally removed •

•

-20CONCLUSION
As can be seen , there was indeed a great deal c,f
difference in these cases of treason during World War II .
Each man was unique , as were their circumstances .
William Joyce ' s case could be considered one of
the most complicated ones . Joyce was a man of strong political convictions . The ruling was a technical one , the r,!newal of his passport irrevocably bound hi m to the allegian~e
of the King , but the matter went much deeper than that . Joyce
spoke out against his own country and stood behind a rut·~1ess
leader that was squeezing the li fe out of that country . Joyce
died because of his convictions .
John Amery was dead the minute his voice was heard
on the radio . The court had no alternative but to hang him
(this would have been true even if he hadn ' t pleaded guilty) .
If he had not been condemned to death for the same type of
crime that hung William Joyce , the most obvious objection would
have been that it was class prejudice . The son of a prominent
statesman dared not be saved because of his name . The law
of the land must be equal for all .
Wodehouse ' s case was of an entirely different nature .
Unlik e Amery , his prominent name was probably instrumentsl
1n preventing a trial . Many important people came to hi s
defense . Also , there was no hint of propaganda in his talks .
To find Wodehouse guilty of treason would truely
have been a miscarriage of justice . The crazed action of a
war weary country would not ~ave been excuse enough for such
an irrational action . ~ar is a desperate time and men make
desperate moves , but even that cannot make the miscarriage
of justice an excusable action .
e
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APPENDIX
THF. B~RLIN BROADCASTS

THE BERLIN BROADCASTS

I
If anyone listening to me seems to detect in my
remarks a slight goofi~ess , the matter, as Bertie Wooster
would say , is susceptible of a ready explanation . I have
just emerged from a forty-nine weeks ' sojourn in a German
prison camp . for civil internees, what is technically known
as an Ilag , and the old be an is not the bean it was .
An !lag, by the way , must not be confused with
an Oflag of a Stalag. An Oflag is where captured officers
go . Stalags are reserved for N. C. 0 .' s and privates . The
civil internee gets the Ilag . But whether you call the Lag
an Of, a Sta , or an I , it makes no difference . Slice it
where you like , it is still a German prison camp .
Young men starting out in life have often asked
me , "How can I become an internee1" Well , there are several
ways . You can be a grocer at Douai or a 1arm labourer at
· Ambricourt or a coal miner at Lille. You can be one of the
crew of a liner which has been sunk by enemy destroyers . Yo u
can be a War Graves gardener in the War Cemeteries of France .
Or , like me, you can settle down in a villa at Le Touquet and
get stuck there till the place is occupied. That is as
simple a method as any . You buy the villa , and the Germans
do the rest.
One ' s reactions on finding oneself suddenly surrounded by the armed strength of a hostile power are rELther
interesting . The first time you see a German soldier in
your garden , your impulse is to jump ten feet straight up
into the air, and you do so. But this feeling of embarrassment soon passes . A week later you find you are only ~jump-·
ing five feet . And in the end familiarity so breeds ir1difference that you are able to sustain without a tremc,r
the spectacle of men in steel helmets riding round your lawn
/

on bicycles and even the discovery that two or three of them
have dropped in and are taking a bath in your bathroom . The
motto of the German army in occupied territory is "What ' s yours
is mine , " and any nonsense about an Englishman ' s home being
his castle is soon dispelled.
8

From the moment when the first German soldier appeared in Le Touquet , I had devoted considerable thought to the
subject of internment . In the early days of the occupation
it had seemed like Today ' s Safety Bet . Then as the weeks went
by and nothing happened , optimism began to steal back , for
it seemed so obvious that if the German head men had any intention of cracking down , they would have done it long before
this . And then, one lovely Sunday morning , the morning of
June 21st , I went down to the Kommandant in Paris Plage to report as usual , and as I reached it I saw one of our little
company coming along . And instantly the old stomach did a
double buck-and-wing and the heart started beating like a
trap drum .
He was carrying a suitcase!
Well , there might , I suppose , have been a dozen
re a so ns for a British resident of Paris Plage carrying a
suitcase, but I was able to think of only one . What made
the spectacle so immediately sinister was that this man
ought not to have been there at all . For some reason which
I cannot recall , I think because he was working on a job
somewhere , he had been allowed to report an hour earlier
than the rest of us and until today had not been present at
our gatherings . It struck me instantly , as it would have
struck Hercule Poirot , that he must have rolled up at eleven ,
been informed that the internment order had gone out a?l.d
been sent home to pack his things and return to the tryst .
Algy, of Algy's Bar , came up and found me gulping •
. "Lovely morning , " said Algy . "The lark's on the
wing , the snail ' s on the thorn, God ' s in His 1Heaven , all's
right with the world, don't you think?"
"No , Algy , " I replied hollowly , "I do not . J:,ook at

Harold . "

"Coo! He's got a sui tease!"
"He's got a suitcase , " I said . "I fear the worst . "
A few moments later my apprehensions were fulfill ed . F.ntering the Kommandatur , I found it in a state of bustle
and excitement . I said , "Es 1st schonus wetter , " once or
twice, trying to make the party go , but nobody took any
notice . And presently the interpreter stepped forw~ro Mnd
announced that the curse had come upon us and that we were
in for it.
It was a pretty nasty shock , even though I had
been expecting it , and it is not too much to say that for an
instant I shook from base to apex like a jelly in an earthquake . My emotions , I suppose , were very much those of the
man in the dock when the judge , reaching for the black cap ,
begins , "Well , prisoner at the bar , it ' s been nice knowing
you • • • " The room swam before my eyes . I seemed to be surrounded by German soldiers , all doing the shimmy.
It was the horrible finality of the thing which
was so unnerving . The situation which had arisen was so
-Obviously one that could not be handled by means of a tele gram of regret at the last moment .
It might have consoled me a little had I been aware that though Fate had dealt me a shrewd buffet I was a
good deal luckier than other victims of the drag-net . Why
it should have been so I have never been able to understand ,
but an unusual leniency was shown to the British citizens
of Paris Plage , who were picked up a week later then those
in other spots along the coast . In Boulogne , for instance ,
the British residents had been living for nine days in the
Petit Vitesse railway station , about the last place in the
world, I gathered from their accounts when I met them , where
one would wish to live for even nine hours .
We , for some reason , were allowed to go home and
put a few things together . And as my home was three kilometers away and an early start desired , I was actually ,~ent

there i n a car .
It took a little of the edge off the uplifted mood
caused by this luxury to discover on arriving that the soldier
who wau escorting me expected me to make it snappy . My idea
had beEm to have a cold shower and a change and th en light
a pipe and sit down and muse for awhile , deciding in a calm
\
and unhurried spirit what to take and what could be left behind . His seemed to be that five minutes was ample .
Eventually we compromised on ten .
I would like my biographers to make careful note
of the fa,::t that the very first thought that occurred to me
was that here was my big chance to buckle down and read the
Comple~e Works of William Shakespeare . Reading the Complete
Works of William Shakespeare was a thing I had been meaning
to do any time these last forty years , and about three years
previously 1 had bought the Oxford editon for that purpose .
But you know how it is . Just as you have got Hamlet and
Macbeth under your belt , and are preparing to read the stuffing
out of Henry the Sixth , part one , two , and three , something
of Aga-~ha Christie's catches your eye and you weaken .
I did not know what internment implied-- it might
be for years , or it might be a mere matter of weeks--but
the wh<>le situation seemed to point to the Complete Works of
Williarn Shakespeare , so . in they went.
I am happy to say that I am now crammed with Shakespeare to the bri•• • so •h~ taver else internment had done for
me , I am , at any rate , that much ahead of the game .
I wonder what my listeners would have packed in my
place , always remembering that there was an excitable German
soldier ~1th a bayonet behind me all the time , confusing my
thought processes by shouting "Schnell!" It is extraordinary
how that sort of thing puts you off . One of my fellow internees told me that · in similar circumstances all he could
think of to put in his valise was a sponge and a Latin grammer.
I did better than that . I put in tobacco , pencils , scribbling pads , pipes , a pair of shoes , a razor , some
soap , some drawers , a sweater , a couple of cardigans , six

pairs of socks, Tennyson 's poems , half a pound of tea, and, ot
course, the Complete Works of William Shakespeare. My wife
donated a cold mutton chop and a slab of chocolate. She wanted to add a pound of butter, but I rejected this. There are
practically no limits to what a pound of butter can do in warm
weather in a small suitcase.
In the end, the only thing of importance I left behind was my passport, which was the thing I ought to ha,re packed first. The internee is always being told to show hiH passport, and if he has not got one, the authorities tend to look
squiggle-eyed. I had never really appreciated what clans
distinctions can be till I became an internee withour a passport, thereby a chieving a social position somewhere in l>etween a wharf rat and the man the police have detained for
questioning in connection with the smash-and-grab raid.
Having closed the suitcase and grabbed a raincoat
and said goodbye to my wife, I was driven back to the Kc,mmandatur , where, of course, I found that I could have taken an
hour and a half over my packing and still been in time to be
Queen of the Play. It was not until nearly two o'clock that
·together with the rest of the gang, numbering twelve in all,
I drove off in a motor omnibus for an unknown destinaticn.
That is one of the drawbacks to travelling when
you are an internee. Your destination always is unknoW?J.•
A little more of the spirit of confidence and a frank pooling of information would do much to brighten the interne e's
lot. It is unsettling when you start out not to have the
slightest idea whether you are going half-way across Europe
or just to the next town.
Actually, we were headed for Loos, a suburb of
Lille , a distance of about seventy miles. What with stopping
at various points along the road to pick up other foundation
members, the journey took seven hours .
An internee's enjoyment of the process of being
taken for a ride depends very largely on the mental attitude
of the sergeant in charge. Ours fortunatley turned out to

be in a holiday mood . He sang a good deal , gave us cigarettes
and let us get off and buy red wine at all stops , infusing
into the expedition something of the pleasant atmosphere at
a school treat .
One thing which helped to keep the pecker up d·llring
the journey was the fact that we all knew each other pretty
intimately . Three of us were from the golf club ; Arthur
Grant , the pro , Jeff , the starter, and Max , the caddy-master .
Algy , of Algy's Bar in the Rue St . Jean was there , and Alfred;
of Alfred 's Bar in the Rue St . Paris . So were ex- Regimental
Sergeant-Major Moore , and a couple of supplementary Moores ,
and the rest like Jock Monaghan , the bank manager , and Charlie
Webb and Bill Illidge , w~o ran garages , were all well-kn::>wn
Paris Plage figures .
So, what with the jolly society and the red wi:ne,
we were all in much more . buoyant mood than might have been
expected . But it would be exaggerating to say that we were
absolutely rollicking . As the evening shadows began to fall
8nd th• -rf"ets of the red wine began to wear off , we gradually
became conscious of a certain sinking feeling . It was b•::>rne
in on us that we were very far from our snug homes and getting
farther all the time , and we were not at all sure that we
liked the shape of things to come .
What exactly was the shape of things to come nobody seemed to know . This was the first time we had been interned , and we had no data . By and large , there was a good deal
of speculation on the point .
Algy , the human sunbeam , refused to be downhearted .
He pictured a bright and attractive future . We should , he
said, be housed in villas somewhere •••
Villas , Algy?
That ' s right . Vill as.
With honeysuckle climbing over the porch?
Well , he was not quite sure about that . There might
or might not be honeysuckle . It all depended . But they would
put us in villas, and we would be asked to give our parole ,
and after that we would be allowed to saunter as we pleased

about the countryside . We might even _get a bit of fishing .
The picture he drew cheered us up enormously , !or
we felt that villas would be fine . We looked forward to the
fishing . Those of us who were not fond of fishing said they
would be quite all right just pottering about in the sunshine .
The reaction set in when we suddenly realised , after
expanding like watered flowers , that Algy di dn't know a thing
about it and was al most certainly talki ng thro ugh the back of
his neck . Why villas , we began to ask . If the Germans want ed
to see us living in villas , why would they go to all the
trouble of removing us from the villas we were in , and putting
us in a lot of other villas?
After that we definitely sagged . Uneasiness took the
place c,f optimism . And our spirits hit a new low when , having
passed through Lille , we turned up a side land and came to a
halt Otltside a forbidding-looking building which was only too
evidently the local hoose-gow or calaboose .
A man in the uniform of the French provincial police
flung ~ride the gates , and we rolled through .
2

I ended my previ ous talk with the Rover Boys entering Loos prison. For t he benefit of those who have still
to serve their first sentence in the penitentiary , I may
begin 't•y saying that ~ t is quite easy to get into these establish.ments . You just walk up and register at the desk.
It is rather like booking a room at a hotel , except that
there a.re no potted palms in the lobby and you carry your own
baggage and don ' t have to tip the bellboy .
Owing to having led a blameless life since infancy ,
I had never seen the interior of a prison except in the pictures , and directly I set eyes on the official in the reception bureau I regretted that I was doing so now .
There are moments , as we pass through life , when
we gaze i nto a stanger ' s face and say to ourselves "I have
met a friend . " This was not one of those moments . There
is probably nothing i n the whole world less elfin than a

French prison chef , and the one twirling a cavalry moustache
at me now looked like something out of a film about Devil ' s
Island.
Still , an author never quite gives up hope , and
I think there was just a faint idea at the back of my mi:nd
that mine host , on hearing my name , would start to hia feet
with a cry of "Quoi? Monsieur VODEHOUSE? Embrassezmoi , maitre t"
and offer me his bed for the night , adding that he hail l,Jng
been one of my warmest admirers and would I hive his ;Little
daughter my autograph?
Nothing like thi s happened . He just twirled the
moustache again , entered my name in a large book--or rather
he put down "Widhorse , "--with the words "Crime ••• Anglais"
aft er it , and motioned to the bashi-bazouks to lead me to
my cell. Or , as it turned out , the communal cell of myself ,
Algy , of Algy ' s Bar, and William Cartmell , our courteous and
popular piano tuner . For in those piping t imes of war--I
don ' t know how it is on ordinary occasions--Loos Prison was
bedding its guests out three to the room .
They had given un Number 44 on the ground floor ,
and we went there by way of a long corridor roofed in with
blue glass. Or perhaps it would be more accurate to say
partially roofed in with blue glass . For it was evident at
a glance that the Loos Calaboose was not the place it had
been . Shrapnel had recently been falling on it in rather
large quantities , and the roof was mainly holes. From these
glass was still descending at intervals , and it was necessary, if one disliked having broken glass falling on one ,
to sidle along close to the wall .
It was now nearly ten o'clock , and it was this ,
I discovered later , that saved us a lot of unpleasantness.
Round about the hour of ten the French prison official
slackens up a bit. He likes to get into something loose,
and relax over a good book, and this makes him go through
the motions of housing a batch of prisoners quickly and
perfunctorily. It also helps to lend speed and zip to hi s
movements when he knows that if he dallie s, a great chunk
of glass i s liable to drop on hi e head .

"

It was clear from the first that the sooner our
escorts were out of that corridor , the better they would be
pleased . Their minds were not on their job . You saw thE!ir
eyes swivelling up to the roof and every time there was a
musical tinkle as another half pound of glass descended
they started nervously and fanned themselves with the prl son regulations .
When I got into the exercise yard next morning
and met the men who had been in the place a week , l found
that they , on arrival , had been stood with their faces to the
wall , stripped to their mesh- knit underclothing , deprjved
of their belongings and generally made to ~el like so
many imprisoned pieces of cheese . All ~hey did to us wa:~
take away our knives and push us into our cell and leave us .
Cells in French prisons are built for privacy . Where
in the Big House of the motion pictures there are bars , here
you have only a wall with an iron-studded door in it . Toere
is a small panel in the middle of this door through which
~ood comes , and in the middle of the panel a tiny peepbole covered with a flap of ateel . When our meals were
brought , we used to push up this flap , so that we could obtain at least a limited view of the great world outside .
Little things make one happy in prison . When the warden
discovered this , he rebuked us warmly . He said we should
get him shot , which for some reason inscrutable to us he
seemed to think would be a pity .
When you go through the iron- studded door , it is
slammed and locked behind you , and you find yourself in a
snug little apartment measuring twelve feet by eight . At
the far end is a window and under it a bed . Against the
oppo site wall there stands a small table and chained to
it a chair of thetype designed for the use of Singer ' s
Mid ge ts . In the corner by the door is a tap with a basin
the size of a saucer ~nder it , and beyond that ~hat Chic
Sale in his famous book , ~
Specialist , calls , "a family
one-holer. " There is also an oak shelf and a wooden hook .
The decor is in the stark modern s tyle . The
6

only pictures on the walls, which are ot whitewasbed eto:ne,
are those drawn from time to time by French convicts, boldly executed pencil sketches very much in the vein which you
would expect from French convicts, whose mental trend is
seldom or never prudish. Moat of those in Number 44 had
been executed by an artist signing himself "Simon le Kid
de Metz." His line work was firm and good. The general
effect was like finding oneself enclosed in a bound volume
of~ Vie Parisienne.
Cartmell being the senior member of our trio, we
gave him the bed, and Algy and I turned in on the f l oor.
I t was the first time I had tried dozing on a granite floor,
but the adventures of the day had left me fatigued and it
was not long before the tired eyelids closed in sleep. My
last waking thought, I remember, was that while this was
a hell of a thing to have happened to a respectable old
gentleman in his declining years, it was all pretty darned
interesting, and I could hardly wait to see what the moirow
would bring forth.
What the morrow brought forth, at seven sharp,
~as the ringing of a bell in the corridor and the rattling
of keys in the lock and the opening of the small panel ~~ich
I mentioned. Through this were thrust three tin mugs ccntaining a thin and lukewarm soup and three loaves of bread,
sepia in colour. This, one gathered, was breakfast, and
the problem arose of how to play our part in the festivities.
The soup was all right. One could manage that,
you just took a swig, and then another swig to see if it
had really tasted as peculiar as it had seemed to be the
first time , and before you knew where you were it had gone.
But how, not having knives, we were to deal with the bread
presented a sterner test for our ingenuity. Chewing bits
off it was not a practical proposition for my cell mate s ,
whose teeth had gone back on them when they were boys, and
it was no good hammering it on the table, because it simply chipped the woodwork.
But there is always a way of getting round life's
e
little difficulties, if you give your mind to it . I became

bread-biter to t he community, and I think I gave satisfaction. At any rate, I got the stuff apart. The trick
is to get your head tilted at just the right angle and to
let the upper canine do the heavy work.
At eight-thirty the key rattled again, and we
were let out for air, recreation, and eKercise. That is
to say, we were taken to an enclosure with high brick walla,
partially open to the sky, and allowed to stand there for
half an hbur.
There was nothing much we could do except stand,
for the enclosure, constructed, apparently, by an architect
who had seen the Black Hole of Calcutta and admired it, was
about twelve feet at the broad end, tapering off to five
at the narrow end, and we had to share it with the occupants
of other cells. No chance, I mean, of getting up an informal football game or a cross-country run or anything of
that sort.
Having stood for thirty minutes, we returned to
our cells, greatly invigorated, and remained there for the
next twenty-three and a half hours. At twelve we got some
soup, and at five some more soup. Into the midday ration
a cabbage had be en dipped-hastily, by a cook who didn't
like gHtting his hands wet-and in the other there was a bean
actually floating about, like the corpse of a coolie on the
slugginh tide of some Indian river. And I had to do some
more bJ~ead-biting.
I have sometimes wondered how my obituary will read.
If the man who is given the job of writing it has any sense
of fairness, he will at least say "He could bite bread."
I am prepared to lack myself for money, notes, or lima beans
to bitu bread against any man in Great Britain or the United
States of America. And this does not exclude professional
sword-nwallowers.
After the delivery of the five o'clock banquetjust a black tie, of course, nothing formal-we saw no more
of the wardens till next morning, and were thrown back for
entertainment on our own resources. One of the things we

did in Cell 44 was to tap the hours on the wall with a tin
mug for the benefit of our next-door neighbours .
Next day the key rattled in the lock at seven and
we got soup , and at eight-thirty we had our scamper in 1;he
great open spaces , followed by soup at twelve and more E1oup
a t fiv e. The day after the key rattled in the lock at
seven and we ••• But you have got the idea . What you would
call a healthy , regular life , lacking perhaps some of the
fiercer excitements but giving a man plenty of leisure for
reading the Complete Works of William Shakespeare , as , i!
you remember , I had resolved to do .
Apart from Shakespeare and the conversation of
Bill and Algy , what made existence in Cel.144 tolerable ,_·as
the !act that we had a splendid window .
I had always understood that prison cells were fitted
with small windows of ground glass , placed high up near the
ceiling, and ours came a s an agreeable surprise . It was a
spacious affair of about five feet by four , and you could open
it wide and even, by standing on the bed , get a glimpse from
it of a vegetable garden and fields beyond . And the air that
came theough was invaluable in keeping our cell smell within
reasonable bounds .
The cell smell (or stink) is a great feature of ~11
French prisons. Ours in Number 44 at Loos was one of those
strapping , broad- shouldered , up-and-coming young stenches which
stand with both feet on the ground and look the world in the
eye . We became very fond and proud of it , championing it
hotly against other prisoners who claimed that theirs had more
authority and bouquet . And when the first German officer to
enter our litt~e sanctum rocked back on his he el s and staggered
out , we took it almost as a personal compliment . It was like
hearing a tribute to an old friend .
Nevertheless , in
nobbing with our smell and
it reminded one of , we did
our hands now and then . I

spite of the fascination of hobtrying to think of all the things
find time hang a little heavy on
was all right , of course--I

had my Complete Works of William Shake speare . But Algy had
no drinks to mix and Cartmell no piano~ to tune, and a pianotuner suddenly deprived of pianos is like a tiger whose
medical advisor has put !ton a ve getari an diet .
It was on the fourth morning , accordingly, that
we addressed a petition to the German Kom:uandan t , pointing
out that as we were civil internees, not convicts , there
was surely no need of all this Ballad of Reading Gaol sturr.
Careful no to h~rt his feelings , we said we liked this
little cell of his enormously , but that twenty-three and a
half hours of it daily was a bit too much . Would it not be
possible , we asked , without upsetting anybody's arrange ments , to inject
little more variety into our lives?
This appeal to Caesar worked like magic . It was
not long after we had sent it off that there came the old
familiar rattle of keys and the wardens opened the doo~s ,
and informed us that from now on we were at liberty to roam
about the prison at will .
F.verything in this world is relative , ag somebody
once said , probably Shakespeare in his Complete Works, and
ti
I cannot remember when I have experienced such a glorious
sense of freedom as when I strolled out of Number 44 , leaving the door open behind me , and started to saunter up and
down outside . I felt like Shelley ' s skylark . If Shelley
had seen me at that moment , he would have said "Hall to thee ,
blithe spirit , " and he would have meant it .
And even if it shows mine to be a vindictive nature ,
I must confess that the pleasure was enhanced by the sight
of the horror and anguish on the faces of the prison personnel . If there is one man who is a stickler for tradition
and etiquette , for what is done and what is not done , it
is the French prison warden , and here were tradition and
etiquette being chucked straight into the ash can and nothing
to be done about it. I suppose their feelings must have
been rather like what those of a golf- club secretary would
be if ~e had to submit to watching people dancing on his
puttin, 5 greens in high-heeled shoes .
In the end we got quite sorry for the poor chaps
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and relented to the extent of allowing them to lock us in
for the night . It was pathetic to see how they brighter ed
up at this concession . It paved the way to an understar.ding ,
and before we left the place , we had come to be on quite
friendly terms . One of them actually unbent so far as 1o
show us the condemned cells , much as a ho s t at a country
hou~e takes his guests round the stables .
An added attraction of the new regime was that
we were now able to extend our circle of friends-in short ,
to get around and meet the boys . Our great topic of convers ation , as we strolled about the corridors , was of course ,
where we were going from here , and when . For we could not
believe the Loos prison was anything but a temporary resting
place . And we were right . A week after we had arrived we
were lined up in the corridor , and presently the Kommandant
appeared and we were told that after our papers had been
examined we were to pack and be ready to leave .
Men of sixty and over , the Kommandant added , would
be released and sent hctme , so Bill Cartmell and the others of
that age went and stood to one s.ide , looking like a beauty
chorus . On the strength of being fifty-eight and three-quarters ,
I was given to understand , was good , but not good enough .
I did not brood about this very much , however ,
for it had just occurred to me that , having no passport , I
might have to stay on after the others had gone , where ever they were going . And the thought of lingering on indefinitely in Loos Prison , possibly till I had grown a long
white beard and acquired a tame mouse , was not a pleasant one .
Portunately , I had twelve stout fellows from Pari 8 Plage
to testify to my identity and respectability , and they all
l i ned up beside me and testified . The Kommandant was plainly staggered by this cloud of witnesses . The hard , suspicious
look faded from his eyes , and in the end I just barely got
under the wire .

At eleven o ' clock next morning we were given
our miclday soup and hustled out and dumped into vans and
driven to the station .
From the breathless bustle and fevered activity
of the proceedings one might have supposed that the train
was duo to leave at about eleven-thirty , but this was not
the ca se . Our Kommandant was a careful man . I think he
mus t once have missed an important train , and it had prayed
on his mind and creat ed a complex . At any rate , he got us
to the station at 11 : 40 a . m. and the journey actually started
a t eight o'clock in the evening .
One can picture the interview between him and the
Sergeant when the latter returned .
"Did those boy s catch the train all right?"
"Yes , sir. By eight hours and twenty minutes . "
"Whew! Close thing . Mustn't run it so fine another time . "
As a matter of fact , all through my career as an
internee I noticed this tendency on the part of the Germana
to start our little expeditions off with a whoop and a holler
and then sort of lose interest . It reminded me of Holl)"«ood , ·
you get a cable saying it is absolutely vital that you be
at the studio at five minutes to ten on the morning of June
the first. Ten o ' clock will be too late , and as for five
past or getting there on June the s e cond , that means the ruin
of the film industry .
~
So you rush about and leap into line rs and aeroplanes , and at five minutes to ten on June 1s t you are at
the studio , being told that you cannot see your employer
now, as he has gone to Palm Springs for a month . Nothing
happens after that till November the twenty-ninth , when you
are given an assignment , and told that every moment is precious .
It is the same with Germans in this matter of
catching trains. They like to leave a margin .
Summing up my experiences as a gaol- bird , I would
say that a prison is all right for a visit , but I wouldn ' t
live there if you gave me the place. On my part , at any
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rate , there was no moaning at the bar when we left Loos .
I was glad to go . The last I saw of the old Alma Mater
was the warden closing the door of the van and standing
back with the French equivalent of "Ri gh t away . "
He said "Au revoir" to me , which I thought a
little tactless .
3

In the first of these talks on How To Be An Internee In Your Spare Time Without Previous Training , I mentioned that one drawback to starting on a journey from an
interneE!'s viewpoint is that when he moves from spot to
spot he never knows where he is going . Another is that when
he has to do it in company with a large mob of his fellows ,
he cannot hope for anything resembling travel de luxe . We
started from Paris Plage a little band of thirteen . Fortyfour of us left Loos Prison . By the time the train finally
got under way we numbered about eight hundred , for all
through the day vans had been rolling up , bringing fresh
additions to the chain gang .
Our destination , we discovered when we got there ,
was Liege , where we were to be put up in the barracks , and
we made the nineteen hour trip in those "Quarante Hommes ,
Huit Chevaux , " things ••• in other wards , cattle trucks .
I had sometimes seen these on sidings in times of
peace and had wondered what it would be like to be one of
the Quarante Hommes. I now found out , and the answer , as I
had rather suspected , is that it is not so good . Eight horses ,
if they had stunted their growth by cigarette smoking as
foals , might manage to make themselves fairly comfortable in
one of these cross-country loose boxes , but forty men are
cramped , especially if they are fifty Min , as we were . I
suppose a merciful oblivion comes over a sardine before it
is wedged into the tin , but if it could feel , I know just
how it would f e el .
F.very time I stretched my legs during the night , I
kicked some poor human waif . This would not have mattered .

so much , but every time the human waifs stretched thi~ir legs ,
they kicked me. Looking back on the trip , it is a constant
mystery to me how we all got through without mishap. The
floors of the trucks were full of holes, through which icy
draughts whistled up and curled about our legs, and other
icy draught s whi s tled down from the roof and played about
our heads , and we were all men in the middle and late fifties .
Yet nobody seemed to get pneumonia or even develop lumbago .
I suppose there is a special Providence that watches over
internees .
All through the next morning and well into the afternoon we lurched and heaved through Belgium until, agreeably
surprised to find that we really had arrived somewhere , we
reached Liege. Conducted by SS men , we tramped for miles up
what must be one of the steepest hills in Europe and came at
last to the fort on the summit where the barracks are .
There we found an atmosphere of unpreparedness. It
was as i f one had got to a party too early . Everything was in
confusion, particularly the arrangements for feeding us .
These had been entrusted to one of those sketchy
thinkers , the sort of man who goes about looking surprised
when errors and omissions are pointed out to him , and saying
"I never thought of that." A dreamy , absent-minded chap ,
probably a poet, he had overlooked the fact that internees
eat.

He must have had a bad moment when we all streamed
into the barrack square and lined up, licking our lips . Here ,
it must suddenly have struck him like a blow, were eight hundred men who were going to live mostly on soup , and while he
rather thought he knew where to lay his hands on a little
soup, if he hunted around a bit , he had completely forgotten
that you have to have something to put the stuff in.
"Golly, yes ," he said when this was drawn to his
attention. "I see what you mean. One ought to have bowls or
something, oughtn't one? I suppose they couldn't just go to
the cauldrons and lap?"
No , we couldn't just go to the cauldrons and lap.
Por one thing , we would burn our tongues , and for another

the quick swallowers would get more than their fair share.
It was due to our own resourcefulness that the problem was
finally solved . At the back of the barrack yard there was an
enormous rubbish heap into which Belgian soldiers through
the ages had been dumping old mess tins, cups, with bits
chipped off them, bottles, kettles, and containers for motor
oil. We dug these out, gave them a wash and brush up, and
there we were.
I had the good fortune to secure one of the motor
oil containers. It added to the taste of the soup jue1t that
little something which the others hadn't got.
Liege bore the same resemblance to a regular Ilag ,
like the one we were eventually to settle down in at Tost ,
which a rough scenario does to a finished novel . There was
a sort of rudimentary organisation. We were divided into
dormitories, each with a Room Warden , but that was as far as
it got.
The first thing we had to cope with on our arrival
was the dirt, and that took some doing . There were alluvial
deposits everywhere, and, of course, nothing was issued to
us which would help us to tidy up. We just had to scrounge
around for old pails and rags and brushes, those who had not
managed to find any borrowing or stealing from those who had.
Armed with these, we tackled the dormitories , then ·the corridors,
and fina.lly the bonne bouche- ➔ latrines. And that, believe
me, was something .
Materially, Liege was an improvement on Loos . We
had beds and could get out into the fresh air, and the :food
was better. For breakfast we got two ladlefuls of initation
coffee and a slab of black bread. At eleven-thirty we l:.ad
two ladlefuls of soup, with rice or potatoes in it . Supper
at seven was the same as breakfast .
Parades took place at eight in the morning anl
eight in the evening, and as far as they were concerned I did
not object to having to stand for fifty minutes or so, for
they provided solid entertainment for the thoughtful mind.
You might think that fifty minutes was rather a
long time tor eight hundred men to get themselves countud;

but you wo uld -0ave understood it you had seen us in action .
I don ' t know why it was , but we could never get the knack
of parading . It was the same at Huy and in the early days at
Tost , though there we never managed to reach quite the same
heights of pure delirium . To catch us at our best you would
have to had to catch us at Liege .
The proceedings would be gin with the Sergeant telling
us to fc,rm fives , whereupon some of us would from fours , s or.ie
sixes , ELlld others eights . I think our idea was that the great
thing w8s to form something promp t ly and zealously , without
bothering E~bout trivial techinicalitles . You could see that
we were zealous by the way those who had formed sixes , when
rebuked , in~mediately formed fours , while those who had formed
fours i~stantly formed sixes . Nobody could acuss us of not
trying to fmter into the spirit of things .
At long last , we would manage to get into fives , and
a very fretty picture we made , too . But was this the end?
Far from it . It was not an end but a begj_nning . What happened was that old Bill in Row 20 would catch sight of old George
zn~~ow 42 and disorganiRe our whole formation by shuffling
across to ask him if he had heard the one about the travelling ·
salesman .
Time marches on . Presently old Bill , having had
a good laugh with old George , decides to shuffle back , only
to find that his place has been filled up like a hole by the
rising tide . This puzzles him for a moment , but a solution
soon presents itself . He forms up as the seventh man of a
row , just behind old Perce , who has been over chatting with
old Fred , and has just come back and lined up as number six .
The Corporal would then begin to count .
He generally counted us about five times before he
saw what wa s getting his figures wrong . When he did , he
cut Bill and Perce out of the flock and chivvied them around
for awhile , and after a good deal of shouting , order and
symmetry were restored .
But was this the end? Again , no . The Corporal ,
assisted now by a French interpreter , walks the length of the rows

counting. Then he walks back, still counting . Then he ge ts
behind us and counts again . ("If I have enough money after
this war is over," said Internee Sandy Youl to me on one of
these occasions-we were numbers seven and eight cf ou~ ro~ o~
fiYe-"I ant going to buy a German soldier and keep him in the
garden and count him six times a day . ")
Something seems to be wrong . There is a long stage
wait . The Corporal and the Interpretre have stepped aside
and are talking to the Sergeant . The word goes round that
we are one short , and people begin to ask "Where's old Joe?"
It seen.a that nobody has seen him since breakfast , and we
discuss the matter with animation . Can it be that oJd Joe
has es~aped? Perhaps the gaoler 's ,,daughter smuggled him in a
file iL a meat pie?
•
No , here comes old Joe 1 who has been having a quiet
smoke c~t the other end of the yard . He comes strolling along
with a ciftarette hanging from his lower lip, and eyes us in
an indulgent sort of way , as who should say "Hullo , boys ,
playing soldiers? May I join in?" He is thoroughly cursed ,
in German by the Sergeant and Corporal , in French by the interpreter• and in English by us , and takes his place in the
ranks .
The mathematicians among us now feel pret~y hope ful . They figure it out that if we were one short before old
Joe 's arrival , now that we are plus old Joe we should come out
exactly right . It looks as if at the most one more count
from right to left, one more count from left to right and one
more count from behind ought to do the trick .
Picture our chagrin and disappointment , accordingly , whfm we discover , after all this has happened , that we
are now six short . That is to say, so far from gaining by
old Joe very decently consenting to join the parade , we have
received a most serious set-back.
The Sergeant calls for another conference , a sort
of General Meeting this time , for the Room Wardens are invited to attend it , and they all stand to one side with their
heads together . We cannot hear what they are saying , but
we can see the Sergeant ' s wide gesticulations , and we know

that what he is telling the Board i s that this looks like funny
busine ss to him .
"Don't tell me , " he says , "that si x internee s can
just vanish into thin air . "
"Seven , " says the Corporal with a deferential cough .
The Sergeant dashes back with popping eyes and
skims along the ranks .
"You'll think me cuckoo , " he says , coming back,
"but I believe it's eight."
"Or , rather , nine , " s ays the Corporal , who , too , hae
not be en idle . "May I make a suggestion?"
"So , Heinrich . One welcomes the fresh mind . "
"Let ' s count ' em , " says the Corporal .
So we are counted again and the official score is
issued . Eight short is the figure .
"Did you ever see the Indian rope trick?" asked the
Corp_o ral , making conversation to bridge over an awkward pause .
But the Sergeant is not listening . He is trying to think
wha t to do , what to do . If we are going to melt away at this
rate , r..e is saying to himself , it will not be long before he
is dowr:. to his last internee . Eventually , he announces that
we are to return to our dormitories , where the Room Wardens
wi ll c~eck us up .
My dormitory is so anxious to please that it gets
a large sheet o! (cardboard and writes on it in chalk the words:
ZWANZIG MANNER , STIMMT
which c,ur linguist assures us means , "Twenty men , all present and correct , " and when the whistle blows for the renewal
of the parade we exhibit this .
It doesn't get a smile out of Teacher , which is
disappointing , for we feel that short of giving him a red
apple we couldn ' t have done much more fo r him . After a lot
more cc,unting , just when the situation seems to be at a deadlock , with no hope of finding the formula , the Interpreter ,
who ban his inspired moments , says , "How a bout the men in
the honpital?"
These prove to be eight in number , and we are di smissed,, We have spent a pl easant and instructive fifty minu tes and learned much about th~ Human Comedy .

It must have been a dream about these parades hat
made me wake the dormitory up in the small hours one night
.
.
by laughing heartily in my sleep, for there was really nothing
much el s e to laugh at in Liege barracks. It was a dull,
depressing life. We had not yet begun to settle down, and
the days seemed to stretch out endlessly. Nobody appeared
to be taking any interest in us, and the feeling of being
Orphans of the Storm began to weigh upon our spirits . We
had the impression that the Germans didn't really want us,
but couldn 't quite bring themselves to throw us away.
Our chief solace was looking forward to meals . But
even these were spoiled by the dreary preliminaries . They
were served from large cauldrons outside the cookhouse at the
far encl o! the barrack square , and we got them by lining up
in a q11eue, the whole eight hundred of us, which meant the
revers•! of quick service for those at the tail end of the pro,cessio:1. It generally took about an hour for them to reach
the tr,:>ugh, and one wondered what it would be like on a rainy
day.
Fortunately, the rainy day never came. The weather
was still fine when, a week after our arrival, we were once
more put aboard vans and driven to the station, our destination
being the Citadel of Huy, about twenty miles away. The
journey took us six and a half hours, travelling as before,
in cattle trucks.
If somebody were to ask me whose quarters I would
prefer to take over, those of French convicts or Belgian
soldiers, I would find it hard to say. Belgian soldiers,
thougl:. purer in their moral outlook and not so prone to draw
i mproper pictures on the walls, make lots of work for their
succee1sors. It took us days to get Liege barracks spotless.
And wlthout wishing to be indelicate , I may say that until
you have helped to clean out a Belgian soldiers' latrine, you
ain't seen NUTTIN '.
If someone comes to me a few years from now and
asks me what I did in the great war, I shall say "I helped
to cluan out the latrine at Liege barracks." And it is extreme ly probable that my interlocutor's reply will be: "I
thought as much," for even now you can still get an occasional
whiff 1 if the wind is in the right direction.

As the fellow said , "You may break, you may shatter
the va se o! you will , but the scent of. the roses will cling
to it still . "

If on the evening of our arrival at Huy I had been
told that I was going to spend five weeks there , I should
most certainly have asked "Death , where is thy sting?"
To begin with , the place had obviously been designed to accommodate at the outside about two hundred inmates,
and we were eight hundred . When we were parading in the
courtyard , we had filled it from wall to wall . In addition
to this , the terrain was far from being what we could have
wished . The surface of the courtyard sloped sharply and
was jagged with protruding stones , rendering exercise an impossibility . And , fin ally , Huy appeared to have been expecting us even less than Liege had done . You will remember
that our arrival had seemed to come upon Liege as a complete
surprie,e and that nothing had been provided in the way of
soup bowls . What Huy was short on was bedding .
Now an internee does not demand much in the way of
beddinE; • Give him a wisp or two of straw and a few lice ,
and he feels you are pampering him . But at Huy it looked for
a whilEi as if there would not even be straw .
After some days the authorities managed to produce
enough blankets for twenty men . I was not one of the twenty .
I don ' 1; know why it is , but I am never one of the twenty
who ge t anything . For the first three weeks at Huy , till my
wife aunt me another suitcase , all I had over me at night
was a raincoat , and one of these days I am hoping to meet
Admira1 Byrd and compare notes with him .
Though I shall probably not let him get a word in
edgewa;,s . He will start off with some s tory about how nippy
he found the winter evenings at the South Pole, and I shall
chip ill with a "Jussa minute , Byrd , jussa minute . Wait while
I desc::-i be to you my sensations at Huy from August 3rd , 1940 ,
till the day I got my dressing gown . Don ' t talk to me about
the South Pole . It's like someone telling Noah about a
drizzl,~ . "

The Citadel of Huy i s one of the show places of
Belgium . It was actually built , I believe , as late as the
Napoleoni c wars , but its atmosphere is purely medieval .
It i s the sort of place which they used to advertise in the
Middle Ages as "Woul d suit robber baron ." It looks down
on the river Meuse from the summit of a mountain , the kind
of mountain Gutzon Borglum would love to carve faces on ,
and once you ' re in , you ' re in .
You enter by a massive gate , outside which sits
a sentry dreamily fingering a machine gun . To your right
you observe a picturesque latrine , to your left a narrow ,
stone- flagge d path known to us as the Rue de la Paix . The
Rue de la Paix is flanked by a high , grassy bank with bush~~
on it , at the top of which is the courtyard . In order to
reach the courtyard from the Rue de la Faix it was necessary
to climb twenty- seven stone steps , and when you had done i t,
what had you got-the courtyard .
A maddening place , this courtyard , for it was hemmed
in on three sides by hi gh walls , on whose summit there were
broad , grassy walks , where it would have been very pleasant
to stroll , but which were barred to us by soldiers with
machine guns . One ' s emotions , as one looked up and saw the
sentries sniffing the fresh air and enjoying the view, were
what I should imagine steerage passengers on a liner· experience when they stare up at the exquisites on the first-class
deck . We also felt like minor infusoria at the bottom or a
well . "Wodehouse , " I remember saying to myself more than once,
"Al ter your appearance very slightly , and you would be a ringer
for a water beetle ."
Inside the building everything was of atone , i ncludir.g the walls which were fourt een feet thick . The
corric.ors were lighted by bays , in which were narrow slits
of windows of the type used by medieval bowmen for shooting
arrowH at visitors. It was through these , if you were an
internee with a wife living .in Belgium , that you shouted to
your wife when she came to find out how you are getting on .
She would stand on the slope below , as high up as she could
get , and shout at you . Neither could see the other , and the
whole thing was like something out of Il Trovatore .

The only place in the building trom which it was
possible for somebody inside to get a ·glimpse ot somebody
outside , was the window of the room used as an office by
the Canteen Committee at the end of the north - west bastion.
Here the wall dropped sheer for hundreds of feet down to the
road . Men would rush into the canteen room and fling themselves through the window and lie face down on the broad
sill , shouting . And from far below would come answering
cries . It was startling till one got used to it , and one
never quite lost the fear that the fellows would lose their
heads and jump , or else over-balance and topple over .
But this lying on the sill was verboten later , as
were most things at Huy , where our Kommandant's slogan seemed to be "Go and see what the internees are doing and tell
them they mustn ' t . " I remember him calling an extra parade
to tell ue that stealing was forbidden .

•

These extra parades were a great feature ot life
at Huy , for our Kommandant had a passion for them .
Mind you , I can find excuses for him . If I had
be en i n his place , I would have ordered extra parades myself .
His headquarters were down in the town , and there was no
r oad connecting the town with the citadel , just a very steep ,
winding path ; so that when he came to visit us he had to walk .
He was a fat , short- legged little man in the middle sixties ,
and walking up steep , winding paths does something to fat ,
short-legged men who are not as young as they were . Duty
called him now and then to march up the hill and to march
down again , but nothing was going to make him like it .
I picture him starting out all sweetness and light,
toddlir..g along with the milk of human kindness sloshing about
inside him and his heart full of love for all created things ;
and then he hits that path and becomes more and more soured
with e1·ery twist of it . Half way up the precipice the milk
of human kindness has begun to curdle . Two-thirds of the way
up , he has begun to wonder what on earth can have given him
the idea that he was fond of all created things , because
theses.re just what he most dislikes . And when at last he
tottere. through the gate , with a crick in the back and blis t ers

on both feet , and se e s a mo b of internees all cool and fragrant ,
loafing at their ease about a delightful shady courtyard , the
sight is too much for him . He reaches for his whistle and blows
it for an extra parade .
The calling of extra parades was not confined to
the Kommandant . The Sergeants did it , too , when there was
an announcement of any kind to be made . At Tost we had a
notice board on which camp orders were posted each morning ,
but this ingenious device had not occurred to anyone at Huy .
The only way they could think of there of establishing communi cation between the internees and the front office was to call
a parade .
Take it by and large , then , "tough" is the adjective
I would use to describe those weeks in Huy . Our spirits
were at their lowest e bb . The first novelty of internment
had worn off , and we had become acutely alive to the fact
that we were in the soup and likely to remain there for a
considerable time . Also , tobacco was beginning to run short ,
and there was a rather noticeable absence of squareness about
the meals .
Rations consisted of bread , near-coffee , and a
watery soup made from dry vegetables . ~We got up at six , and
at seven the Room Wardens went to the cookhouse (presided
over by one of the internees) and brought back buckets of
coffee to their dormitories , where it was shared out , a mugful per man . They then fetched the bread , one loaf to every
eight men , which was just half what we had got at Liege . At
one o ' clock we each aad a mugful of soup , and at six in the
evening another mugful of coffee .
In order to supplement this meager fare , we began
to experiment with foods , our motto being "Anything goes . "
One man found a bush at the end of the bank above the Rue de
la Paix with berries on it , and ate those - a sound move , as
it turned out , for they happened by a fluke not to be poisonous . I myself relied mostly on wooden matches . I used to
chew them between the front teeth , champ into a pulp , and
swallow . I would not say it was filling , but it helped .
I found , too that Tennyson ' s early poems made
qui tE· a good eating , as do Shakespeare ' s sonnets , especially

if you have some cheese to go with t hem. And when the canteen opened , we could sometimes get cheese.
Not much of it, of course. The way the canteen
worked was that two men were allowed to go to the town with
a guard and bring back as much as they could carry in a haversack a.piece , the stuff being split eight hundred ways. There
were d.~ys when one's share panned out at a slab half an inch
long, half an inch wide , and very nearly a quarter of an
inch thick . Wrap this up in a page of Shakespeare's Sonnets
or "When Claribel low lieth , " and add some wooden matches,
and you had something which, while not perhaps a gala dinner
with coloured balloons and squeakers, was at any rate something.
When the tobacco gave out , most of us smoked a
straw or tea . Tea smokers were unpopular with the rest of
their dormitory owing to the smell caused by their activitie s:
a sort of sweet , sickly smell, which wrapped itself round the
atmosphere and clung for hours. Tea smoking also had the disadvantage that on an empty stomach it led to a mild form of
fits. One became quite accustomed to seeing men , puffing
away, suddenly pitch over sideways . One revived them with
first aid and handed them their pipes again.
This general shortage of luxuries and necessities
prevented existence at Huy from being one grand , sweet song.
However, as someone once observed, it is always darkest before the dawn; and as Methuselah said to the reporter who
was interviewing him for the local sheet on how it felt to
live nine hundred years, "The first five hundred years are
hard, but after that it's pie." It was the same with us .
The first seven weeks of our internment had been hard, but
something which in comparison to pie was waiting just around
the corner. On September the eighth , exactly five weeks
from the day of our arrival , the whistle blew for an extra
parade , and we were informed this time that we were to pack
our belongings and proceed once more to an unknown destination .
This proved to be the village of Tost in Upper
Silesia; our future home; the local lunatic asylum.
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I broke oft last week with our eight hundred in-

terneee setting out f or the vi l lage of Tost in Upper Silesia .
I don ' t know how well acquainted my listeners are with central
European geography , so I will mention that Upper Silesia is
right at the end of Germany , and that Tost is right at the
end of ~pper Silesia- in fact , another yard or two from where
we eventually fetched up , and we should have been in Poland .
We made the journey this time , not in cattle tr cks ,
but in a train divided into small compartments , eight men to
the compartment , and it took us three days and three nights ,
during which we did not stir from our cosy cubbyhole . On
leaving Huy , we had been given half a loaf of bread apiece,
and half a sausage , and after we had been thirty- two hours
on the train we got another half loaf and some soup . It was
at night time that the trip became rather unpleasant . One
had the choice between trying to sleep sitting upright , and
leaning forward with one ' s elbows on one ' s knees , in which
cas one bumped one's head against that of the man opposite .
I had never realised the full meaning of the expression "a
hardheaded Yorkshireman" till my frontal bone kept colliding
with that of Charlie Webb , who was born and raised in the
country .
As a result of this , and not being able to wash
for three days , I was not at my most dapper when we arrived
at Test Lunatic Asylum , which hadtb een converted into a camp
fo r our reception . But in spite of looking like something the
carrion crow had brought in , I was far from being downhearted . I could see at a glance that this was going to be a great
improvement on our previous resting places .
One thing that tended to raise the spirits was the
discovery that Scabies had been left behind . This was the
affectionate name we had given to one of our fellow-internees
at Huy . He was a public menace and had given me many an uneasy moment during the five weeks in which we had been in
close contact . His trouble was that he had not only got
lice ·but had contracted a particularly contagio u s form of
skin disease , and in his lexicon there was no such word as
" isolation .'' He was a friendly , gregario us soul who used to
slink about like an alley cat , rubbine himself up against
peopl . One time , I found him h lpimg to peel the potatoes .
~

It was a relief to find that he was no lo nge r in our mids t.
That was one ~hing that cheered me up on arrival at
Tost. Another was that it looked as if at last we were going
to have elbow- r oom . Anl~ssociated Press man , who came down
to interview me late~ , wrote in his piece that Tost Lunatic
Asylum was no Blandings Castle . Well , it wasn ' t , of course ,
but still it was roomy . If you had had a cat , and had wished to swing it , you could have done so quite easily in our
new surroundings .
This Upper Silesian loony-bin consisted of three
buildings-one an enormous edifice of red brick , capable of
housing about thirteen hundred; the other two smaller , but
still quite spacious . We lived and slept in the first-named ,
and took out meals in one of the others , where the hospital
was also situated . The third building , known as the White
House , stood at the bottom of the park , beyond the barbed
wire , and for the first month or two was used only as a sort
of clearing- station for new arrivals . Later , it was thrown
op ~n and became the center of Tost life and thought-being the
place where our musicians practised and gave their concerts ,
where church services were held on Sundays , and where-after
I had been given a padded cell to myself fo~ working purposesI eventually wrote. a novel.
The park was a genuine park , full of trees, and
som•boa~ •ho m~asured it found that it was exactly three
hundred yards in circumference. After five weeks at Huy it
looked like the Yellowstone . A high wall ran along one side ot
it , but on the other you got a fine view of some picturesque
old barbed wire and a farmyard . There was a path running
across its center which , when our sailors had provided a ball
by taking a nut and winding string around it , we used in the
summer as a cricket pitch .
The thing about Tost that particularly attracted me,
that day of our arrival, was that it was evidently a going concern . Through the barbed wire , as we paraded in front of
the White House , we could see human forms strolling abc•ut ,
and their presence meant that we had not got to start l>uilding our little nest from the bottom up , as had been thf! case

at. Lieg,3 and Huy . IPor the first time • we wer in a r al c p •
not a m1keehift one .
This was brought home to us still more clearly by
the fact that the reception committee included several Fnglish§peaking interpreters . And when , after we had had our baggage
examined and had been given a bath , a gentleman presented himself who said that he was the Camp Adjutant , we knew that
this was the real thing .
It may be of interest to my listeners to hear how
a genuine civil internment camp is run . You start off with
a Kommandant , some Captains and Oberleutnants and a couple
of hundred soldiers, and you put them tn barracks outside
the barbed wire , Pay no attention to these , for they do not
enter into the internee 's life , and you never see anything
of them except for the few who come to relieve the sentries .
The really important thing is the inner camp- that is to say ,
the part where , instead of being outside , looking in , you are
inside , looking out.
This is presided over by a Lagerfuhrer and four
Corpora.ls , one to each floor , who are known as Company Commanders- in our case, Pluto , Rosebud, Ginger , and Donald Duck.
Their ~ob is to get you up in the morning , to see that the
counting of the internees on parade is completed before the
Lagerfuhrer arrives to inspect , and to pop up unexpectedly
at inte?rvals and catch you smoking in the corridor during
prohibited hours .
Cooperating with these is the little group of Internee Officers-the Camp Captain , the two Camp Adjutants ,
the Floor Wardens , and the Room Wardens . The Room Wardens
ward the rooms , the Floor Wardens ward the floors, the Adjutants
bustle about , trying to look busy , and the Camp Captain keeps
in touch with the Lagerfuhrer , going to see him in his office
every Friday morning with hard luck stories gleaned from the
rabble-that is to say , me and the rest of the boys . If , for
instance , the coffee is cold two days in succession, the proletariat tells the Camp Captain , who tells the Lagerfuhrer ,
who tells the Kommandant .
There is also another inner camp official whom I
forgot to mention-the Sonderfuhrer . I suppose the best way

to desc:ribe him is to say that he is a fuhr er who sonders .
he g eat advan age o a eal internment camp , like
Tost , is that the internee is left to himself all through
the day . I was speaking last week of the extra parades at
Huy. In all my forty-two weeks at Tost , we had only three
extra parades . The authorities seemed to take the view that
all thuy wanted to know was that we were all present in the
morning and also at night , so we were counted at 7:30 a . m.
and again an hour before lights-out. Fxcept for that , we
were lHft to ourselves .
One great improvement at Tost , from my viewpoint ,
was that men of fifty and over were not liable for fatiguesin oth«?r words , the dirty work . At Liege and Huy , there had
been no age limit . We had all pitched in toget~er, reverend
elders and beardless boys alike-cleaning out latrines with
one hand and pe~ling potatoes with the other , so to speak .
At Tost , the old dodderers like myself lived the life of
Riley . For us , the arduous side of life was limited to making
one's ·oed , brushing the floor under and around it , and washing
one's linen . Repairs to clothes and shoes were done in the
tailor 's and cobbler ' s shops .
When there was man 's work to be done , like hauling coal
or shovelling snow , we just sat and looked on , swapping re minisc~nces of the Victorian Age , while our juniors snapped
into it . I don't know anything that so braces me up on a
cold w.lnter 's morning , with an Upper Silesian blizzard doing its stuff , as to light one 's pipe and look out of the window and watch a gang of younger men shovelling snow . It
makes you realize what the man meant who said that Age has
its pleasures as well as Youth .
There were cartain fatigues which were warmly
competed for , like acting as a server or a carrier for meals
and working in the cookhouse . For these , you got double
rations . But the only reward of the ordinary fatigue , like
hauling coal , was the joy of labour . I suppose a really
altruistic young man would have been all pepped up by the
thought , after he had put in an hour or two hauling coal ,
that he had been promoting the happiness of the greatest

number, but I never heard one o! our toilers talk along
these lines . I t was more usual to he~r hem say t ha t, next
time their turn came along , they were r uddy well going to
sprain an ankle and report sick .
One thing that made Tost so great an improvement
on our other camps was the presence there o! the internees
from Holland . A good many of them were language teachers ,
lectur«!rs , and musicians , and we had a great organiser in
Profes:rnr Doyle- Davidson of Breda University . This meant that
we wer,! no longer re s tricted for intellectual entertainment
to standing about in groups of playing that old Army game
known alternatively as "House" and "Ousey-Ousey , " where you
pay ten pfennigs for a paper with numbers on it and the banker
draws numbers out of a hat and the first man to fill up his
paper scoop s the pool .
Lectures and concerts were arranged , and we also
had th:~ee revues and a straight comedy-which would have been
a bigger success even than it was but for the fact of our
leading lady getting confined to her cell for two days right
in the middle of the run .
It was also possible for internees to learn French ,
German, Italian , Spanish , first-aid , and shorthand , and also
to get a thorough grounding in French fllld F.nglish literature .
In fact , we were not so much internees as a student body .
Toward13 the end of my stay we had our own paper-a bright little
sheet called "The To st Times ," published twice a month .
I t i s a eu~ious experience , being completely shut
of! fr1,m the outer world , as one is in an internment camp.
One lives on potatoes and rumours . One of my friends used
to keep a notebook , in which he would jot down all the rumours
that spread through the corridors , and they made curious
reading . To military prisoners , I believe , rumours are known
for some reason as "Blue Pigeons . " We used to call them bedtime stories or simply the feeling that , if one was in , one
was in and it was no use making heavy weathe r about it , the
morale of the men at Tost was wonderful . I never met a more
cheerful crowd , and I loved them like brothers .
With this talk , I bring to an end the story of my
adventures as British Civilian Prisoner Number 796 , and before

.

concluding I should like once more to thank all the kind
people in America who wrote me letters while I was in camp .
Nobody who has no t be en in a prison camp can realize what
letters , especially letters like those I received , mean
to an internee .

